Abuse of detainees by Iraqis alleged

BY JEFFREY FLESHMAN AND ASMAA WAGHAF

IRAQ: The public war in the Iraqi news has led to an atmo­sphere of hidden brutality, including abuse and torture, carried out against demonstrators, anti-Iraqi forces, those defending civilians, and Iraqi soldiers, according to the United Nations Human Rights Mission.

The UN has expressed concern about the mistreatment of prisoners at the Human Rights Mission. The Mission has asked that police and security forces be held accountable for the allegations.

The UN has been subjected to the serious issue of the death of Iraqi prisoners and the possibility of human rights violations.
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Bill won’t affect local schools

BY AMANDA MASKER

The Daily Iowan

A bill normally signed by Gov. Tom Vilsack would not affect high school graduation requirements for the state’s public schools, but it could affect students attending non-public schools.

The new bill, House File 345 requires the state Board of Education to consider studies of high school graduation curriculum to better prepare graduates for college and the work force.

The House file would require the board to submit a report to the legislature in 90 days stating whether any changes should be made to the current curriculum.

State Board of Education spokeswoman Lauren Brown said the board would likely submit its report before the end of the legislative session, which is expected to end in May.

Although the board is required to submit its report, it is not obligated to change its curriculum.

"We’re not required to make any changes," Brown said. "It’s just a report."

Out of state

Brown added that the bill does not have much impact on the local schools.

"It’s fairly specific to the state and would not affect any changes within the local schools," Brown said.

The House file has three sponsors, including Rep. Stevef adual, R-Ottumwa, and Rep. Krista Childress, R-Grinnell, the bill’s main sponsor.

The bill is one of two pieces of legislation targeting high school graduation requirements that are currently before the legislature.

The other bill is House File 710, which would add social studies and science class credits to the state’s graduation requirements.

The bill, sponsored by Rep. Stevef adual, R-Ottumwa, would require high school seniors to complete four years of English and three years each of math, science, and social studies for graduation.

Brown said the bill is one of many at the state level that are being considered by the state Board of Education.

"There is certainly a lot of pressure to change the curriculum," Brown said. "We’re trying to figure out how to best prepare students for college and the work force."
Iraqi forces torturing detainees, groups say

Iowa City holds 21st Pride Week

An Iraqi policeman holds his gun in his bloody hands after helping to carry the dead and injured people who were killed in a Baghdad market attack, Iraq, Saturday, June 24, 2006. At least 20 people were killed and dozens injured when two bombs were set off in a crowded Baghdad marketplace, police said. (AP Photo/Khalid Mohammed)
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 **Iraqi forces torturing detainees, groups say**

A suicide bomber walked calmly into a crowded Baghdad restaurant at lunchtime Sunday and killed at least 12 people. None of those killed is suspected terrorist, according to the Iraqi Ministry of Defense.

The ministry said the bomber walked into the Ibn Zanbour restaurant, south of the main gate of the fortified Green Zone, and blew himself up.
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High-court ruling could dam a health care bill

The U.S. Supreme Court recently issued an opinion in the case of the Affordable Care Act that could potentially affect the future of health care in the United States.

The ruling in favor of Merck is significant. The Affordable Care Act is designed to provide health care coverage for all Americans and to reduce the cost of health care.

While the ruling does not strike down the Affordable Care Act, it does add a new layer of complexity to the law.

Many have criticized the Affordable Care Act for being too complicated and burdensome for businesses and individuals.

The Affordable Care Act is a complex piece of legislation, and it is clear that more work needs to be done to make it easier to understand and implement.

The ruling in favor of Merck highlights the need for clearer and more concise language in the Affordable Care Act.

Ultimately, the Affordable Care Act is a giant step toward ensuring that all Americans have access to affordable health care.

However, the high court's decision raises new questions about the future of the law and the ability of Congress and the president to work together to address the country's health care needs.

The Affordable Care Act is a complex and contentious issue, and it will take time and effort to fully understand its implications and to implement its provisions.

The high court's decision in favor of Merck is a reminder of the need for continued vigilance and engagement in the debate over health care reform.

It is clear that more work needs to be done to ensure that the Affordable Care Act is a success and that all Americans have access to affordable and high-quality health care.
Not knowing when too long is too short

FILM REVIEW
Nobody Knows

The irony of distance. The elected leader of the nation who was elected to shake the nation's hand

DVD Capsules

By David Frank

I265. FREE with $25 mail-in rebate.
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... as the man who's going to love her forever.

Also at the Bijou

There's a simple effectiveness to Nobody Knows, as it shapes up into the best 90 minutes of childhood that any kid could dream of. Will is a big-time hostage negotiator who's about to go into the redundancy meter. The open-ended conclusion works for this allegory as "What will you do to help?" isn't enough. We, the film does much better than its concrete situation. After the first time we see the kid's gathering water from a police duct or getting handouts from sympathetic chores, it's understandable why the Japanese equivalent of white trash- not because she pushes their daily tasks of the children to the landlords). And just before us, the mother realizes two of Akira's friends, carefully melting out in their new apartment.

... the mother never fully grasped from the redundancy meter. The film looks out posty, the phenomenon that's been described as "impoverishment of the mind." The open-ended conclusion works for this allegory as "What will you do to help?" isn't enough. We, the film does much better than its concrete situation. After the first time we see the kid's gathering water from a police duct or getting handouts from sympathetic chores, it's understandable why the Japanese equivalent of white trash- not because she pushes their daily tasks of the children to the landlords). And just before us, the mother realizes two of Akira's friends, carefully melting out in their new apartment.

Nobody Knows, 2004 German feature film nominated for an Academy Award as best foreign language film. Based on the novel by the Three Friends in Verona
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**happy birthday to ...**

Pamela Monroe

E-mail: pamela@monroe.edu

**news you need to know**

Today — Last day for autumn session students to drop individual courses or reduce hours in order to affect tuition and the assessments still to be adjusted for withdrawals.

Tuesday — Late registration for Day 11 and after effective today.

**horoscopes**

ARIES (Mar. 21-Apr. 19) You may have had some serious money-making dreams of late. Professional changes can be expected. This will be the time to edit your weekly horoscope, because there's no point in adopting an expensive钱-handling habit.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Someone close to you will offer you some help. In the best interests of all, be very careful: you may have an affair with your current partner.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Your new career plans probably won't work out like you thought. Minor mishaps are so be cautious.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) You will be riding high and probably won't do anything about everything and everywhere. Be careful: Someone you can trust may not be trusted with your current partner. You will get your just rewards.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) You may have had some serious money-making dreams of late. Professional changes can be expected. This will be the time to edit your weekly horoscope, because there's no point in adopting an expensive money-handling habit.

**TV schedule**

3 p.m. **Live from Prairie Lights.**

6 p.m. **Love from Prairie Lights.**

**TV pat:**

The University of Iowa

**TV Schedule**

11:50 a.m. **The Tonight Show with Jay Leno.**

11:55 p.m. **Late Night with David Letterman.**

12:05 a.m. **Late Show with David Letterman.**

12:35 a.m. **Late Night with Jimmy Fallon.**

1:30 a.m. **The Colbert Report.**

1:35 a.m. **The Daily Show with Jon Stewart.**

2 a.m. **The Late Late Show with Craig Ferguson.**

2:05 a.m. **Last Call with Carson Daly.**

8:00 p.m. **The Daily Show with Jon Stewart.**

10:00 p.m. **The Colbert Report.**

10:35 p.m. **The Late Late Show with Craig Ferguson.**

11:30 p.m. **The Tonight Show with Jay Leno.**
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The bureau says antiterrorism knowledge is not important in choosing antiterrorism agents  

By John Solomon  
Washington — In sworn testimony that contradicts with their promises to the public, the FBI acknowledged Monday that its past-9/11 fight against terrorism was no priority, the new secretary of state said.

S.J. sticky said, "We are no longer in the business of fighting terrorism in which FBI leaders were active after the attacks.
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Leasing:

Bedrooms St. 
Downtown $575-624.

811/5.

Pet Friendly 
Available immediately.

1,056 sq. ft.
335-1777.

1,217.

339-9320.

319-339-3317.

339-331-8037

319-338-4951.

319-331-8440

335-4440

319-335-5784.

319-335-5784.
The sport of remote-control car racing has risen in popularity since the opening of the local offroad RC car race track in North Liberty.

**Game Five: PISTONS VS. SPURS**

**Monday, June 20, 2005**

**Motors City Harry-fired**

**BY CORIS SHERMAN**

AUBURN HILLS, Mich. —- That bad bit of luck.

Robert Hurley, the veteran center whose clutches became unclenched in critical moments, nosed a career, knocked down a wide-open jumper with 10 seconds remaining on every Sunday to give the San Antonio Spurs a 6-46 victory over the Detroit Pistons in Game 5 of the NBA finals.

Jamaal Tinsley picked up a loose ball on the left side of the court in the fourth quarter and passed it to Tim Duncan, who made two free throws and was fouled on his own rebound, sending the Spurs to the free-throw line and blowing the game open.

The Pistons now lead the series 3-2 and can clinch the title Wednesday night in Detroit.

**106TH US OPEN**

Campbell makes soup out of Tiger

"Worked hard for it. I deserved it. And I have it. It's all mine," Campbell said, expressing gratitude for beating Tiger Woods who had been known to dominate the world of golf for years.
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In a U.S. Open full of surprises, Tom Leach, the mother of the seven-time major champion, was over the moon with pride as her son secured the title. Leach had been a key figure in Tom's rise to prominence, often traveling with him to major tournaments and providing support.
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